CAUTION: READ FIRST!
• HANDLE WITH CARE! Weighs 80+ lbs (36+ Kg)
• May require assistance to remove from box
• Wear white gloves (included) when handling
• DO NOT dress doll in dark clothing or shoes
• DO NOT sit or lie doll against dark fabrics, inks, etc.
• DO NOT pose doll for long periods of time
• DO NOT sit or lean doll against hard or sharp surfaces
• ALWAYS use Fanta Flesh Revive Powder after cleaning
• ALWAYS store in standing, stress-free, neutral position
• Read entire Care & Usage Guide before use
• Regular cleaning and maintenance is required
Flip this sheet and continue to read expanded caution instructions

Unboxing – Handle with Care!
Congratulations on the purchase of your Ultimate
Fantasy Doll! We understand that you’ve invested
a lot of money in your TPE companion and we
want you to enjoy her for as long as possible.
Please remember that each doll is a one-of-a-kind,
handmade, work of art with it’s own serial number
and unique features and variances. It’s essential that
you follow these care and maintenance
instructions very closely to keep your partner in
tip-top shape.
Your doll weighs over 80 lbs. (36 kg) and
unpacking her requires extreme caution.
It’s important to keep the box facing up on a flat
surface when opening. Be sure to wear the included
white cotton gloves every time you handle the doll
to prevent staining her skin.
Most of our customers have never seen or handled a
full-size TPE doll, so we recommend having
someone assist you when removing her from the
shipping carton. The doll bends easily at the waist,
so gently lift her shoulders and legs simultaneously
and lay her on a soft surface (like a sofa or bed) to
avoid flattening any body parts. Do not lay her on
dark fabrics; use a white sheet or blanket.
Once she’s out of the box, carefully remove the
protective wrapping material from your doll and
make sure not to cut her skin when removing the
packing tape.
Head Installation
Your Ultimate Fantasy Doll’s head arrives
unassembled and attaches to the body by screwing
onto the neck. Connect the neck to the hole in the
bottom of the head, tightening clockwise until snug.
Make sure NOT to over-tighten or the head may
become damaged.
Posing DOs and DON’Ts
Your Ultimate Fantasy Doll has a tolerance when
posing or positioning her. Her joints may be a little
stiff upon arrival, but after a few days they will
loosen up and she’ll be able to move freely in a
variety of positions. Please be aware that the joints
and hinges of the stainless-steel skeleton cannot
bear weight or pressure for extended periods
of time.
DO NOT leave your doll’s arms or legs up or open
for extended periods of time. If left up or open, the
stress placed on the underarms, elbows, knees, and
groin area will cause the TPE to stretch, rip, or tear.

It’s very common to leave your doll posed in a
position for as little as a day, only to later find rips
or tears in the areas listed. ALWAYS return your
doll back to a neutral, stress-free position when not
in use. Make sure that her arms are down by her
sides and that her legs are closed when she’s not
being used.
Avoid Dark Fabrics, Inks, Furniture, and Materials
DO NOT dress your doll in dark clothing or leave
her on dark materials, furniture, or fabrics. Shoes
with dark insoles should also be avioded. The doll’s
TPE skin is very porous and will absorb any dark
oil-soluble pigments, newspaper or magazine inks, or
dyed fabrics.

Maintenance and Storage
One of the main additives to the TPE formula is
oil—it’s this oil that moisturizes your doll’s skin and
helps it retain elasticity. On a regular basis, YOU
MUST apply the included Fanta Flesh Revive
Powder after cleaning your doll in order to lock the
oil into the skin and keep it from becoming tacky. If
the skin gets tacky after washing, apply a generous
amount of the powder to her skin to make it velvety
soft and smooth again. If not, the TPE will dry out,
become brittle, and be subject to ripping and tearing.
DO NOT store your doll in a posed position,
sitting, or laying on a hard, flat surface. The TPE
is soft and malleable and subject to creasing,
flattening, and compression marks if left on or up
against a hard, flat surface. Shoes with tight straps
or buckles can also cause damage to the TPE.
Inserts and Mouth
Your Ultimate Fantasy Doll comes assembled with a
TPE masturbation sleeve inserted into her vagina
and an extra replacement sleeve in the plastic bag.
During the doll’s transit, the TPE sleeve may fuse
together with the inner-vaginal walls. You may have
to break the seal formed between the sleeve and the
canal in order to remove the sleeve entirely for
cleaning. Don’t worry—the sleeve was designed to
be inserted and removed and any fusion of the
materials was not intentional.
Your doll’s mouth may have the same problem. The
mouth does open, but heat may have fused the doll’s
top and bottom lip together during transit. If this
occurs, simply pull the lips apart to reveal her
oral passage.
Remember to read entire Care & Usage Guide
before using the doll.

